
Letters to the Editor

The Practice Organization Com-
mittee is therefore trying, first, to
identify such new ideas, and secondly,
to help spread those which seem to be
generally useful. Eventually the Com-
mittee will play its part in formally
evaluating new methods of practice
organization, but the development of
the methodology for this is difficult.
Meanwhile, it is proposed to collect
information and publish a Gazetteer of
practice organization on a national and
regional basis. Thus, enquirers can go
and see in action the practice features
which they are interested in. In order to
do this the Committee is asking all the
faculties, regional advisers in general
practice, and departments of general
practice to identify such practices to the
Committee. Similarly, we are asking
general practitioners who visit the Prac-
tice Organization Room in college head-
quarters at 14 Princes Gate, or who
make enquiries of the POC Secretary or
the new General Practice Information
Service, to inform the College of any
features in their practice which could be
adopted by other practices with advan-
tage.

It is hoped that the Gazetteer, once it
has been compiled, will be circulated to
faculties, and it may perhaps be possible
to circulate it to postgraduate centres so
that enquiring doctors can quickly find
out what is new in their area and visit
practices with special features. We
therefore ask all readers of the Journal
w'ho are interested in practice organiz-
ation, whether in respect of premises,
equipment, or routines, to write to our
Secretary, Dr K. J. Bolden, at the
address below. We will then be pleased
to discuss ideas individually with each
respondent.

D. H. H. METCALFE
Chairman

Practice Organization Committee
14 Princes Gate
Hyde Park
London SW7 lPU.

JOURNAL STYLE

Sir,
May I point out that your literary
standards fell from their usual high level
in the book review section of the April
issue? I hope that those of us who play,
"guessing the author", when reading
editorials will not now start to, more
maliciously, "guess the sub-editor".
On page 252 we must swallow (where

the use of liquorice is described) the use
of commas before "ands" if only
because Fowler explains why we should
do so, but successive 'ands' in the same
sentence cannot claim a similar respect-
ability. On the same page,I am sure that

the International Study implies some
comparisons of standards rather than
matching of them. In the following
review, I am worried by the geometric
concepts involved where "cross infec-
tion can occur in infancy and up-
wards". Finally in the last paragraph on
this page, your reviewer "describes an
argument". I suspect that this is a
correct use of the verb but it is a quaint
one.

I do not want to carp or nit-pick for
the sake of it but such a cluster as this
warrants comment.

M. J. AYLETT
Pickwick House
Pickwick
Corsham
Wilts.

COMMUNITY MENTAL
HEALTH SERVICES

Sir,
The Government White paper Better
Services for the Mentally III (1975)
emphasizes, in the paragraph on general
policy for the future (chap. 2, para. 17),
the basic idea of community-orientated
care, although so far it has been
unsuccessful in practice. "In the future
the main aim must be the development
of more locally based services and a
shift in the balance between hospital
and primary care", using our present
resources.

I recently visited Canada and saw the
Red Deer psychiatric service at Alberta,
which is financed by the provincial
government over an area of 2,600
square miles. The mental health services
are based on a community psychiatric
nurse working with the support of a
visiting psychiatric social worker and
specialist psychiatrist. Referrals are ac-
cepted from individuals, families, clergy
and schools, and anyone seeking help
may decide whether or not to have his or
her problem discussed by the team.

I also visited Regina, Saskatchewan,
were there were three district teams
served by two psychiatrists, a social
worker and two community nurses.
Family practitioners there worked
mostly independently of the government
services and referred their patients to
private psychiatrists.

In Ontario- I saw the Kitchener
Waterloo Hospital and the Crisis Inter-
vention Centre, formed in 1970. This
clinic is staffed by six psychiatric
nurses, a full-time social worker and a
part-time clinical psychologist. It oper-
ates as a unit within the outpatient
department of psychiatry under the
administrative direction of a psy-
chiatrist, who assumes ultimate medical
responsibility. The cost was about
$100,000 a year in 1972.

It seems that many patients would
attend the Crisis Centre rather than pay
either directly or indirectly via the
Ontario Health Insurance Plan, to see a
general practitioner. The lack of con-
tinuing care of patients by general
practitioners may have contributed to
the apparent success of the centre.

I could not find any comparative
study evaluating the effectiveness of
such a centre with hospital admission
rates.

I concluded that team work does not
evolve automatically just because pro-
fessionals are attached together.

Shared accommodation in health
centres is likely to improve the under-
standing of other professionals' work,
but practice meetings are unlikely to be
productive if the necessary skills in
group-work are lacking.
We need to accept that to care for our

patients we must care for each other and
our caring for each other is a reflection
of our capacity to care for ourselves.

P. M. TERRY
43 Nevil Road
Bristol BS7 9EG.
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JOINT SENSE

Sir,
Joint sense is a very sensitive mechan-
ism for determining muscular action.
Does it ever fail? I recently thought it
might help to explain the sudden and
complete collapse of the healthy young
athlete who, with full mental vigour and
concentration, is confronted with a knee
cartilage lesion with which the reticular
proprioceptor centre cannot cope. This
may be the cardinal factor in the disc
lesion of the knee and also the lumbar
spine-the joints especially needed in
fight and flight and, therefore, the
joints of major significance in the
reticular proprioceptor centre.

In such cases, one sees momentary
shock, then the restless swivelling
anxious eyes, the gradual recognition of
his hopeless situation by progressive
trial movements, which indicate that the
whole proprioceptor system is called
into question. If this is so, why should
the stress factor have an adverse effect
similar to that seen in the behaviour
system? The man with the arthritic knee
is 'surprised' when his knee lets him
dowvn because the reticular formation
has already been informed of the knee
defect but the healthy-athletic individual
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